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ABSTRACT

The advancement of technology has given many benefits to human being and universe as a whole. We can see obviously the changes in the engineering and medical field. The evolution of electrical engineering knowledge has give create many changes to the world. The creation of transistor in the middle of 20th century by three scientists has a very big impact to the revolution of computer, communications, and digital.

One of the technologies of digital, this project that use the digital system is converted. Digital azan clock is similarly like the alarm clock but is produced an azan when the set of time is triggered. Besides, it must set on five different times to produce an azan on five times that are Subuh, Zuhor, Asar, Maghrib, and Isha’. Then using software sets the time of prayer.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

The Digital Azan Clock is design for every Muslims to know the time for praying by hear the Azan when it triggered the azan reader at the specific time. It triggered five times a day, for Subuh, Zuhor, Asar, Maghrib, and Isha'. The device also can be set as a talking clock, with a large time display and an Azan system that provided verbal as well as visual alarms and prompting. It is essential to a group of family that needs to know the Azan time without checking to a calendar, hearing the message from radio or television and etc. A family will sets the time alarms, reminder configurations, and prompting messages themselves.

A substantial number of its clients, when they lived independently in their own apartments, or home need to be remind about pray times. The residents do not like to be a bother and generally seek technology and strategies to remain as independent as possible.

The Digital Azan Clock was design for high reliability. While it may have been possible to write a custom application to run on commercially available Pocket PCs or PDAs these devices are neither reliable nor consistent enough used to be for this application and they often cannot produce audio messages with sufficient volume. The Digital Azan Clock overcomes these limitations by utilizing dedicated electronics designed specifically to meet project requirements. The Digital Azan Clock was design based on staff and resident input. It is a relatively sophisticated device and was schedule as a two-semester project.